NIXDORF SERIES 800
*Client Accounting Service System

Faster, Better Service for Your Clients Dollar and Time Savings for You
The Nixdorf Series 800 CLASS (Client Accounting Service System) offers CPA's and Public Accountants the opportunity to have their own in-house computer-based accounting system.

All client records are kept on clean, quiet, convenient magnetic-tape cassettes, yet you have immediate access to each and every general ledger detail.

**CLASS Features:**
- Clean, quiet, convenient tape-cassette files
- Unlimited detail general ledger, including alpha references
- "Report Generator" for customized client reports
- Automatic reverse entries for debit and credit error corrections
- Internal edit checks for accuracy of input
- Four-level totals on financial reports
- Previous year, previous month, year-to-date comparisons

**CLASS Benefits:**
- Simple to operate; requires no special skills
- Completely adaptable to your present forms and procedures
- Faster work-ups, quicker turn-arounds
- Low amortized cost per client per month

**"Single Entry" for Double-Entry Bookkeeping**
Each client transaction is entered only once, using standard ten-key and typewriter keyboards.

Each entry includes account number and dollar figure (plus any other detail, such as numeric and alphanumeric references). That's it. CLASS automatically keeps track of which entry is a debit and which is a credit. The same is true for error-correction reversals.

So you never have to use valuable accounting talent on bookkeeping details. Instead, you and your staff can concentrate on more demanding tasks, such as auditing and tax counseling.

**Continuous Update**
The complete client file is kept on tape cassette. This includes the details of all transactions since the start of the accounting period, comparative totals from previous periods, and any special instructions for the preparation of reports and forms, for example payroll checks, including provision for meals and tips.

Each time new entries are to be posted, the complete client record is read into your Nixdorf Series 800 computer from the Historical Detail Master Tape. Then, using the standard keyboard, the operator manually enters the new information.

As each transaction is entered, CLASS checks the account number for validity and "echoes" the entry on a hardcopy posting journal that the operator can check for accuracy. At the same time, the system stores the information in its magnetic core memory, filing the new data in the appropriate memory accounts and striking new totals.

When all the transactions have been entered, the operator simply presses a single keyboard button. CLASS automatically transfers the contents of the computer to a new tape cassette. The new Historical Detail Master Tape is now completely up to date, yet has all the data and instructions from the earlier tape.

If desired, the tape record can be immediately printed to produce a fully detailed general ledger showing all the transactions that have been entered since the start of the accounting period.

**Month-End and Annual Reports**
The up-dated Historical Detail Master Tape contains the complete accounting record for the individual client. From this, CLASS can quickly and completely produce all of the reports required by you and your client.

These include a trial balance, profit and loss statement, balance sheet, and change of accounts, with up to four levels of sub-totals and totals.

Moreover, since the data tape for each client is continuously updated, you can easily produce in-
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term reports, at any time, for your own or your client's guidance.

And after the end of the month, when most reports are due, the high speed of the Nixdorf system allows you to give your clients all their reports and statements, without delay or overtime charges.

Programming instructions for each type of report are stored with the data on the tape cassette. This allows you to tailor each report to the client's needs. Your operator need not remember which format applies to which client. Initial preparation of these format instructions is simplified by a special Report Generator program permanently stored in the computer.

CLASS . . . For less than $10 per client per month

All the advantages of CLASS come to you at a cost per client that can be significantly less than what you are now paying for a manual system or a service bureau . . . And with a convenience that far exceeds that of other in-house accounting systems.

If, for example, you have 40 clients and depreciate your Nixdorf system over a 7-year period, the cost of CLASS per client is only $6.55 per month (based on an average system cost of $22,000).

This can be less than a third of what you are presently paying a service bureau. Yet you have the advantage of a much faster turn-around time, plus complete control over confidential data. You also have the bonus benefit of an accounting system for your own internal costing and other business operations. CLASS will even prepare your invoices!

And Nixdorf gives you such additional benefits as tape-cassette recording (as contrasted to worrisome paper tape or punched cards); simple and flexible programming; simplicity of operation; and confidence born of the knowledge that the manufacturer has successfully installed over 30,000 business computer systems around the world.

Looking Ahead

The heart of each Nixdorf Series 800 Client Accounting Service System is a high-performance general-purpose computer, capable of performing all necessary additions, subtractions, multiplications, and divisions at electronic speeds.

The Nixdorf computer contains a one-of-a-kind combination of read-write and fixed memories. The basic CLASS program and the client transactions are stored in the read-write memory, which can be economically expanded as your client-load increases. The computer's internal operating system is stored in an inexpensive fixed memory.

You can also readily add a variety of peripheral devices . . . including card and paper-tape punches and readers (if it is necessary to process source media in these outdated forms).

As your end-of-the-month workload increases, you can economically replace the original printer with higher speed units that print at 50, 165, or even 330 characters per second.

With simple interfacing, you can also use your Nixdorf system as a remote-computer terminal, or as a satellite to another Nixdorf accounting system.